
Super Charged (lyrics) 

 

Hook: 

 

Supercharged, Power up, Motivate, Hydrate, Hopeful people, One Love, Elevate (2 times) 

 

 

Verse: 

 

Power in the name, every soul (is) sacred. Listen up because we know the truth 
experiential livin' 
Simple to the people know glory Holy Spirit givin. 
Knowledge Sages of the Ages already in the rhythm. 
 
Really glad the story brings a light to a life 
Maybe something that a Team Player said to calm fights 
Makin' sense of the always goin' on Human Twice 
Fellow servant (whats a) "Bird to a Flock" Brethren light 
 
Senior dignity elementally necessary 
More than self higher peace true live bless it very 
True the real humility any effort sesh (session) caring 
Super charge spinach carrot apple one dignitary 
 
 
Sure Collective Spirit like a Guardian Angel 
You Me I We art works table 
Cool B fellow servant we can dig it stable 
Maintained hydrate ready willing able 
 

Hook: 

 

Supercharged, Power up, Motivate, Hydrate, Hopeful people, One Love, Elevate (2 times) 

 

 

Verse: 

 

Ultimate harvest though curse (is) devil evil still 
Only God knows (if) will hear itself keep it real 
Obvious the prophecy (of) Human story people will 
Inevitably every Nation "Everlasting Peace" chill 
 
Healthy ways to deal with time part of life life rhymes 
Find truth within simple how time flies/that's the 



Message motivation love your special climb tries 
Every/effort counts lighten up give it time Guys 
 
 
Scarcity (is) no good never a respect 
End itself like a real cause and effect 
Has to be the evil in the story manifest 
Prayin’ for the peace to increase not wrecks 
 
God is using (it all) to the good like a twit check 
We offer (it) up one spirit healing stay blessed 
The heart's across the earth eachother fam love right left 
Hip Hop One Love yeah together we express 
 
 
Hook: 

 

Supercharged, Power up, Motivate, Hydrate, Hopeful people, One Love, Elevate (2 times) 

 

 

Outro: 
 
Peace to "KB9". And Peace to "Ian Sutra". As well as "Mutual Appreciation" - Hydrate, 
Train and we'll keep healing from the world. Word is Bond. Peace. To some of us, "He 
put up a good fight", to others of us, "He was just cruisin along with us". And remember, 
Election 24 is the same as it was in history, its another watershed moment of love 
versus hate. And it would help if the media took the focus off "Unreconciled Autocratic 
Baby Rattles", and bring light to the Children and the Families. What's the Good Word. 
A genuine and sincere love for Families and the Brethren, is the Good Word. We give 
thanks to "Hummingbird Fellowship". "Ancestor Airsupport". They are sitting with us, 
and we are also sitting with them. And there's truth in the saying "youth is wasted on the 
young", chasing the 5 senses...let's focus on Senior Dignity. Respect. And peace to the 
Real Spirit of Love testimony. Not just recreational church social hour. God is love. We 
just get surprised when "Dis for Dis sake" tries to claim church. Let's Wise up. Peace. 

 

 


